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100 NW 11
th

 Street, Boca Raton, FL 33432

VFC-RR VIDEO OUTPUT AND 

What’s in the Box 

1. NAV-TV  VTC-RR Mod

2. USB Cable 

3. FAKRA to RCA Cable 

4. Plug-N-Play Harness 

VFC-RR 

This modification is only for pre ’09 vehicles 

that do not show DVD video in Park. 

vehicle displays DVD video, then the

port will be populated.

 

1. After receiving modified RSE unit

into factory location. 

2. Run an RCA cable from the 

port added to the RSE to the 

3. Take the supplied FAKRA to RCA 

and plug the FAKRA end into the 

port on the back of the screen/radio.

4. The RCA cable from the RSE module gets 

plugged into the female RCA 

FAKRA to RCA cable. 

VTC

1. Before installation of the product, verify if

rear-view camera.  

2. The module is programmed

so if the vehicle has no camera, then 

required. 

3. If the vehicle is equipped with 

module needs to be programmed

is placed into reverse and the camera

please verify the Camera setting via the Nav

• Programming software can be found at 

go to the downloads pag
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RR VIDEO OUTPUT AND VTC-RR VIDEO IN MOTION
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Fig.2- VFC-RR( RSE Modified for video out)

This modification is only for pre ’09 vehicles 

in Park.  If the 

then the GREEN 

port will be populated. 

modified RSE unit, reinstall 

from the YELLOW RCA 

the front screen. 

to RCA cable, 

into the GREEN 

port on the back of the screen/radio. 

cable from the RSE module gets 

plugged into the female RCA end of the 

  

 

VTC-RR Plug-n

product, verify if the vehicle has a factory 

programmed with rear-view camera off by default, 

if the vehicle has no camera, then no additional programming is 

vehicle is equipped with a factory rear-view camera, the 

module needs to be programmed for “Camera: On”.  If the vehicle 

and the camera image is not displayed, 

setting via the Nav-TV USB Updater. 

Programming software can be found at www.NAV-TV.com; 

ge and select the VTC-RR update. 

• LR3 and Sport is 

located behind 

radio

• 05 &

is loc

modu

radio

• 07-09 

located at 

module behind 

glove box.
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RR VIDEO IN MOTION 

Package Contents 

3.  

RR( RSE Modified for video out) 

 

 

n-Play location 

LR3 and Sport is 

located behind the 

radio. 

& 06 Range Rover 

cated at tuner 

ule behind the 

o. 

09 Range Rover is 

located at the tuner 

module behind the 

glove box. 


